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Introduction
In the course of our research for IBM’s Global Chief Supply Chain Officer
Study, we conducted face-to-face interviews with nearly 400 senior supply
chain executives from 25 countries and 29 different industries.1 Here, we
focus on the responses of the 33 supply chain executives from automotive
companies, including light vehicle, truck and heavy equipment OEMs, suppliers and service providers.
As part of our analysis, we compared automotive responses to those of
supply chain executives across sectors as well as leaders of some of the
world’s top supply chains.2 In some areas, the responses were similar. But
in others, key differences reveal potential opportunities for improving the
automotive supply chain.
Across industries and also within automotive, supply chain executives told
us they struggle with five primary challenges: visibility, risk, cost containment, customer demands and globalization (see Figure 1).
FIGURE 1

The top five challenges for the automotive supply chain
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Not surprisingly, cost containment is a concern that figures prominently on
the automotive agenda. However, visibility ranks even higher. Executives
identified it as a critical means to effectively contain cost and address their
other top challenges. The most interesting finding, though, is the lack of
significance placed on risk management, especially given the turmoil the
industry has seen.
To effectively address these challenges, we believe automotive companies
will need not simply a more efficient supply chain, but rather a smarter
supply chain that embodies three key characteristics:
Instrumented – Using sensors and “smart” devices to gain greater visibility across the network, mitigate risk, reduce cost and manage rising
complexity.
Interconnected – Integrating the entire supply chain – even the fragmented aftermarket – to share information, make decisions collaboratively
and manage in realtime.
Intelligent – Relying more on advanced analytics, simulation and modeling tools to evaluate increasingly complex and dynamic risks and constraints and act on better insight.
A smarter approach allows automotive supply chains to make progress
against all five of these top challenges simultaneously by providing timely
decision-making advantages that are difficult for traditional supply chains
to match.
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executive summary

Eight out of ten lack visibility
Similar to their peers across industries, automotive supply chains’ top chal“Visibility of pipeline at
overseas distributors
is a critical issue, as is
management and timely
adjustment of production,
sales and inventory…
Insufficient granularity and
silo-to-silo operations are
obstacles to streamlined
supply chain operations.”
Supply chain executive,
Japanese OEM

lenge is visibility. In fact, the concern is even stronger for automotive (81
percent compared to 70 percent study-wide).
Although 84 percent of automotive executives have implemented realtime
supply chain information transparency inside and outside the enterprise,
only 13 percent have done so extensively. In addition, less than 30 percent
of automotive companies view their collaborative practices as extremely
effective – in some areas, it’s below 10 percent. For example, none of the
automotive respondents report being highly effective at customer inventory
planning and deployment programs.
Looking across the various visibility practices, automotive companies trail
top supply chains by some fairly significant margins. The percentage of top
supply chains that are extremely effective at sharing realtime demand and
inventory data, for instance, is five times higher than automotive supply
chains (25 percent versus just 5 percent).
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Surprisingly, however, the responses across industries suggest that the most
significant barriers to visibility and collaboration are organizational, rather
than technological. Automotive executives agree, with organizational silos
cited as the primary obstacle (see Figure 2). It’s also interesting to note that
top supply chains perceive technology as a larger problem than automotive
companies do. This appears to be driven by the maturity of their collaboration processes – which often include technology as an enabler.
FIGURE 2

Four out of ten struggle with organizational obstacles to visibility and collaboration

		 The top barriers are organizational in nature; technology and intellectual property concerns have far less
		 impact.
How significant are the following barriers to visibility and collaboration?
Automotive – Very or extremely significant

Top supply chains – Very or extremely significant
45%

Organizational silos
inhibit collaboration

38%

Performance measures not
aligned to reward individuals
for collaboration

42%
35%

Individuals too busy to
assist others across the
organization

42%
48%
36%

Collaboration not viewed
as important

23%

Technological tools do not
effectively support
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Concerns about intellectual
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collaboration

19%
34%
6%
15%
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Visibility in the smarter supply chain
The smarter automotive supply chain recognizes the critical business need
for supply chain visibility. It sees visibility as the key building block for
responding to the other top challenges, including cost containment, risk,
customer and globalization issues.
To gain more visibility, the smarter supply chain uses RFID tags, sensors
and “smart” devices to track and optimize the movement of materials from
suppliers to receiving docks and throughout assembly. However, it takes
instrumentation even further, using it to improve visibility downstream. For
example, dealers might use smart tags not only to locate specific automobiles across expansive lots but also to ensure they install the right customizations on the right vehicles.
Embedded systems and software are also aiding the smarter supply chain
through instrumentation of the vehicle itself. These sensors provide data
on leading indicators of potential failure. This information, in turn, provides
demand visibility for parts and service and helps the manufacturer improve
quality and reduce warranty costs.
Smarter automotive supply chains are also highly interconnected – even
across extended dealer networks. For example, dealers can view their own
parts inventory as well as the inventory of other dealers and distribution
centers. They can also order the parts they need from any location. Dealers
are not forced to choose between locally stocking slow-moving inventory
and losing business because of service delays.
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These smarter supply chains also have the intelligence needed to optimize
their operations based on increased visibility. Sourcing quantities, safety
stock levels and replenishment thresholds are calculated using accurate
information and sophisticated analytics. And event triggers automate
actions based on these predetermined rules.

Cutting cost is critical – but where?
Within the automotive industry, more supply chain executives rank cost
containment as a top challenge (66 percent versus 55 percent across
industries). While three-quarters of automotive companies are concentrating on cost containment to meet business challenges, only 48 percent of
top supply chains are doing so, choosing instead to position their supply
chains to drive revenue growth.
Cost-cutting intentions are obviously strong; but are automotive supply
chains looking in the right areas? Are they selecting targets strategically?
Our findings suggest some uncertainty here. For example, more than 80
percent of automotive supply chain executives say they have implemented
variable cost structures that align costs with fluctuating revenues – 20 percent have done so extensively. Top supply chains have roughly the same
rate of adoption. And yet, automotive executives’ continuing focus on cost
indicates there is still much more to do.

“If we had better
transparency of total cost,
we might find that Indiana
is the low-cost source for
our system. However, our
company doesn’t share data,
so suppliers won’t.”
Supply chain executive, US OEM
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Our findings suggest outsourcing is one potential area of opportunity to
“We need more visibility into
supplier costs to collaborate
and jointly drive waste out.
Suppliers, however, have
been reluctant to share this
information because we have
not shared the savings.”
Supply chain executive, US OEM

“variabilize” costs. The only supply chain function that is extensively outsourced by the majority of automotive executives is transportation (76 percent). Only one in five reports widespread outsourcing of customs/export
management and warehousing/distribution centers. Less than 5 percent
use contract manufacturing. And not a single automotive executive reports
extensive outsourcing of procurement.
Automotive supply chains also have room to improve outsourcing effectiveness. Even in areas like transportation, which 95 percent of automotive
companies outsource to some extent, the industry’s effectiveness lags that
of top supply chains. The gaps are larger in areas that require more flexibility and advanced analytics capabilities, such as differentiated logistics services and network optimization (see Figure 3).

FIGURE 3

Fewer automotive companies are extremely effective at controlling logistics costs

Only one in five is proficient at complex cost reduction techniques.
How effectively have these logistics practices and initiatives been implemented?
Automotive – Extremely effective

Top supply chains – Extremely effective
35%

Formal distribution strategy

50%

Collaboration/integration with
third-party providers
Supply chain visibility for
exceptions
Network optimization/
simulation
Differentiated logistics
services

33%
50%
22%
26%
21%
52%
21%
45%

31
24

%
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Cost containment in the smarter
supply chain
The smarter automotive supply chain takes full advantage of increased
instrumentation, interconnectivity and intelligence to reduce cost. Using
these capabilities, it maintains the optimum inventory of incoming materials, finished products, spare parts and accessories spread across distribution centers and thousands of dealer repair shops.
Intelligent forecasting, inventory management and dynamic pricing of parts
are particularly important – not just for efficiency, but because they position
the smarter supply chain to capture the expected growth in the service
segment as consumers hold onto their vehicles longer.3
In a smarter supply chain, spare parts forecasting and planning is done at
a lower level of detail. Even with hundreds of thousands of parts and millions of part-location combinations, it can simulate different scenarios and
tailor replenishment strategies for each individual part. Sophisticated algorithms help to better predict sporadic demand fluctuations. The entire value
chain saves money by carrying less inventory and reducing obsolescence
through better parts utilization.
The smarter automotive supply chain also uses analytics to optimize distribution networks. For example, by analyzing production and customer
locations, order quantities, transportation costs and delivery times, a manufacturer can determine the right number of distribution centers and their
ideal locations. The optimized network reduces warehousing and transportation costs, while still maintaining high service levels.
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Risk management stuck in the CFO’s office
Across industries, one-third of all supply chains fail to manage risk on a
“Our supplier performance
scorecard process is good.
But this information is
not used strategically to
manage risk.”
Supply chain executive, US OEM

formal basis. The story is slightly worse for automotive companies, with 37
percent acknowledging no formal practices for monitoring risk.
Automotive companies trail top supply chains in implementing risk management practices. Currently, 61 percent of automotive companies have
incorporated risk mitigation into their supply chain planning processes.
Within three years, this adoption rate is expected to rise to 75 percent –
which is the current level among top supply chains.
Also in three years, more than nine out of ten top supply chains expect to
have process controls implemented across logistics and operations (96
percent) and compliance programs in place with their suppliers and service providers (92 percent), as compared to 85 percent and 75 percent,
respectively, of automotive supply chains.
However, what we found most troubling was automotive supply chain
executives’ opinions on the benefits of risk mitigation (see Figure 4). This is
particularly apparent when we compare their answers to the responses of
top supply chains and automotive CFOs (from the IBM Global CFO Study).
Fewer automotive supply chain executives believe risk mitigation would
increase forecast accuracy despite the link between this metric and the
importance of realtime visibility. Similarly, automotive supply chains do not
see a strong link between risk mitigation and increased resiliency and
responsiveness – even though they are depending on variable cost structures that scale up and down as situations change.
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FIGURE 4	Automotive CFOs place a much higher value on risk mitigation

		 Automotive supply chain executives seem to be underestimating the impact of risk management.
How much impact would/does a risk mitigation strategy have on the following aspects of your business?
Extremely significant

Very significant
Automotive supply chain executives

Improved forecast
accuracy

Increased
resiliency and
responsiveness

27%

40

%

28

%

62%

%

62%

24
12

%

Automotive cfos

67%

gap

Automotive supply chain executives

34%
Automotive cfos

gap

Automotive supply chain executives

More accurate
business plans

38%
Automotive cfos

gap

Automotive supply chain executives

Improved rate of
return

43%
Automotive cfos

55%

In this study, we also found that responsibility for supply chain risk management is rarely included in the role of the automotive Chief Supply Chain Officer.
This may explain the participants’ view that risk mitigation strategies do not
significantly impact their supply chains. Without formal accountability for a
comprehensive, enterprise-wide view of risk, executives can easily misjudge
business impact.

gap
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Risk management in the smarter supply
chain
For automotive companies, supply chain risks are many and varied.
Increasing globalization and new economic realities have spawned even
more.
However, with sophisticated demand planning, variable cost structures
and better integration with suppliers, the smarter automotive supply chain
is more capable of flexing supply up and down with demand. Greater visibility along with closer customer and supplier collaboration help maintain
the right mix of vehicles and products in stock. Stronger build-to-order
capabilities also reduce the risk of having dealer lots full of unwanted
inventory.
With vehicles staying in use longer, the demand for spare parts is rising,
along with it the incidence of counterfeit and gray market parts. It’s a trend
that threatens one of the industry’s most profitable segments. The smarter
supply chain mitigates these risks with smart tags that allow parts to be
authenticated and traced throughout the supply chain.
In addition, at any given time, more than 15 million containers are traveling
through international waters or waiting to clear customs.4 These deliveries
face many risks: delays, diversion, even physical damage. For traditional
supply chains, cross-continental transit typically means loss of visibility. But
the smarter supply chain can track its cargo containers anywhere in the
world. Instrumented containers collect information and report on their
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physical locations, environmental factors such as temperature and humidity, as well as signs of tampering. Besides reducing risk, these capabilities
enable “green-lane” customs treatment, which offers further supply chain
efficiencies.
To help identify and prepare for the unknown, the smarter automotive supply chain equips itself with advanced business analytics. Instead of simply
responding to changes it senses, the smarter supply chain uses realtime
information and sophisticated modeling to predict outcomes and take
appropriate actions ahead of time. For example, a manufacturer could
model the effects of a pandemic – such as supplier shut-downs and closures of ports and airports – and implement mitigation plans to minimize
supply chain disruptions.

Meeting customer demands requires more
realtime collaboration
Across industries, demand planning with customers is the least frequently
implemented process for synchronizing supply and demand. The same is
true among automotive companies. When contrasted with the full sample,
a higher percentage of automotive supply chains report collaborating with
customers on demand synchronization. Yet, on the whole, supply chain
planning is done primarily within the organization. Only 26 percent collaborate with customers to a significant extent, as compared to 77 percent
who use internal sales and operations planning processes.

“We need closer customer
integration and collaboration
in order to quickly get true
demand.”
Supply chain executive,
Swedish supplier
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In terms of customer collaboration on product innovation, automotive supply chains fare much better (see Figure 5). Compared with top supply
chains, significantly more automotive supply chains support customer
product configuration and specifications. Similarly, twice as many auto
companies collaborate extensively with customers on product design.
In context, these findings suggest that automotive companies’ ability to
collaborate effectively with customers is inversely related to the speed and
frequency of the interaction required. In other words, automotive supply
chains excel at periodic customer collaboration. But when realtime, transaction-level interaction is required, the industry’s collaborative capabilities
fall short. Although it may be difficult for light vehicle OEMs to create these
capabilities because of the size and varying levels of IT capabilities among
their dealers, other automotive companies should seize the opportunity to
connect with large customers and dealers.
FIGURE 5	Automotive companies surpass top supply chains in implementing collaborative
		 product innovation
		 But they still need to focus on raising the effectiveness of these practices.				

To what extent have you implemented the
following product innovation practices?
Automotive –
Extensively implemented

13

%
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Top supply chains –
Extensively implemented

27%

9
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Automotive –
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Customer product
configuration and
specifications

40%

%

To what extent have the following product
innovation practices been effective?

17%
8%

Collaboration with
customers on design

Top supply chains –
Extremely effective
32%
45%

21%
22%

13

%
lag
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Customer collaboration in the smarter
supply chain
The smarter automotive supply chain uses greater instrumentation and
interconnectivity to improve products and supply chain operations as well
as to gain consumer insight. Historically, dealers and service/repair shops
possessed the most information about the consumer, with OEMs and suppliers having the least. However, with a smarter supply chain, more information is shared across the network.
With online communities, embedded systems, connected automobiles
and online vehicle configuration and ordering, the smarter supply chain
has more information about consumers and how they use their vehicles
than ever before. More importantly, it has intelligent analytics to synthesize
and use this wealth of information.
For example, a heavy equipment maker might instrument its vehicles to
electronically transmit performance data. This information would flow
directly into product development to improve quality and reduce warranty
costs. Analysis of the information would allow the manufacturer to predict
equipment failures and notify customers of the need for preventative maintenance, helping reduce their service costs and avoid business disruptions. Instrumented and interconnected vehicles create a host of new
opportunities for services-based businesses, like fleet management, which
typically provide steadier revenue streams than products.
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The smarter automotive supply chain also addresses rising customer
demand for configurable products. Its vehicles are designed to be tailored
– either during manufacturing or upon arrival at the dealer. Because the
smarter supply chain is appropriately flexible and interconnected, customers can adjust an order until just a few days before manufacturing begins.

Globalization progress impeded by
operational issues
In the IBM Global CEO Study 2008, we learned that automotive is one of
“We agree that global
operational efficiency needs
to be pursued ahead of
local operational efficiency.
However, our current level
of resource (infrastructure,
manpower, capability, etc.)
cannot fully support global
operational efficiency.”
Supply chain executive,
Korean supplier

the most global industries – second only to electronics.5 Indeed, the automotive industry has been at the forefront of establishing global infrastructure. As other industries begin to catch up, they are struggling with some
of the same operational issues automotive supply chain executives have
faced for some time: namely, quality and delivery reliability. These two
issues are the top challenges across our entire sample and within automotive as well.
As a result, supply chain executives across industries are not achieving the
benefits they anticipated from their global supply chains. In fact, only onethird of automotive supply chains report improved overall performance as
a result of globalization.
In contrast, nearly 60 percent of top supply chains report that globalization
has improved their overall performance. Additionally, they expect to have
delivery reliability and quality issues largely under control within the next
three years (see Figure 6).
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The future agenda for automotive and top supply chains is dramatically different

		 To capitalize on their substantial global investments, automotive companies must solve key 		
		 operational issues.
What are your major challenges in regard to global sourcing and global operations?
Automotive

Top supply chains

Delivery issues and reliability of
commitments
Quality issues

30%

15%

top
30%

12%

Capacity issues for new/
unproven sources

Inability for sources to meet
buying country regulations

top supply chain
concerns

28%

19%

27%
24%

16%
24%

Regulatory/legal issues in
sourcing country
Virtual relationships

auto
concerns

23%

Lead times are greater than
expectations
Difficulty evaluating/
managing new sources

bottom

2
2

21%

28%

24%

17%
20%

Their top future concerns are more advanced business issues: the regulatory and legal challenges of an international supply network and the organizational and cultural obstacles posed by increasingly virtual
relationships.

Global integration in the smarter supply
chain
The smarter automotive supply chain is focused on integrating its global
supply chain. This includes integrating the product lifecycle management
and enterprise resource planning systems of all its partners. In addition, collaboration, knowledge sharing and social networking tools help close distance gaps and build “people” networks across the extended value chain.

“In the early stages, we
handled the cultural and
operational challenges
of globalization very
poorly. We still act
very domestic today;
it’s difficult to change
behavior.”
Supply chain executive, US OEM
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To facilitate integration, the smarter supply chain establishes common processes and terminology. For example, “ship” means the same thing in
Mexico as it does in Singapore, and production schedule adherence is
calculated the same way at every plant.
Instead of running each facility separately, the smarter supply chain manages resources globally – matching demand with sourcing and manufacturing capacity around the world. Through intelligent business analytics, it
tracks and synthesizes demand and supply trends, evaluates complex
“what if” scenarios and acts based on the most likely outcomes.
These insights – combined with supply chain flexibility – allow the smarter
supply chain to adjust sourcing and production planning to optimize operations globally. This intelligence makes a global available-to-promise function viable.

The evolving
role of the
Chief Supply
Chain Officer

the smarter
top
executive
five
the supply
case
summary
supply
forchain
a smarter
chain
challenges
automotive supply chain
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Managing a smarter supply chain
In automotive companies, the highest-ranking supply chain executive is
more likely to report directly to the CEO (52 percent as opposed to 46 percent across all industries). In addition, nine out of ten automotive supply
chain executives have responsibility for strategy, planning and operational
execution.
Yet, a comparison between automotive and top supply chain companies
shows some stark differences in executives’ functional responsibilities (see
Figure 7). A negligible percentage of automotive supply chain executives
oversee nontraditional functions such as risk mitigation and new product
design. In fact, top supply chains surpass the automotive industry by more
than a three-to-one margin in most of these emerging areas of
responsibility.
Given these contrasts, automotive Chief Supply Chain Officers should consider whether their current goals require them to have a broader scope of
responsibility. For example:
Eight out of ten automotive supply
chain executives struggle with
end-to-end visibility…

But

…only 15 percent are responsible
for manufacturing and just 7
percent manage post-sales
functions

Risk management is a major
challenge for 57 percent of
automotive supply chains…

But

…just 7 percent of executives have
a risk management function
reporting to them

More than half are concerned about But
rising customer demands…

…a mere 4 percent oversee
product design and customer
management

“The Chief Supply Chain
Executive is becoming
more and more of a
people integrator, as well
as a culture and process
integrator.”
Supply chain executive,
Italian supplier
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Where their span of control is limited, automotive supply chain executives
“Supply chain executives
need to become more
integrated with the rest
of the business. We’re
currently seen as an
afterthought.”

will have to compensate with even greater collaboration and personal
influence.
Indeed, automotive supply chain executives face some critical choices:
Will they maintain their traditional roles or assume more strategic responsi-

Supply chain executive, British OEM

bilities? Will they focus exclusively on making existing supply chain operations faster and more cost-effective? Or will they push their supply chains
further ahead by making them more flexible and more supportive of growth
strategies?

FIGURE 7	Automotive supply chain executives tend to have traditional responsibilities

Increased collaboration, risk sharing and other cross-enterprise best practices may involve changes to
the breadth of supply chain executive responsibility.
Which functions does the Chief Supply Chain Officer oversee?
Automotive

Top supply chains
67%

Planning
Distribution/logistics

78%

Sourcing & procurement
Traditional

44%

Performance measurement
& analytics

44%

56%

59%

41%
41%

Strategy

19%
19%

Technology enablement

15%

Manufacturing

emerging

89%

63%

Returns management,
post sales support

7%

Risk management

7%

Merger/acquisition
operations integration

7%

New product design

4%

Customer management

4%

44%
26%
22%

31
to

19%

lag

22%
26%
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Conclusion
Currently, automotive companies are embroiled in a worldwide industry
transition. Nearly everything about their businesses is changing – their
products and services, where and how they’re sold, the degree of governmental involvement, even the fundamental business models of the
industry.
At the center of this massive change is the automotive supply chain. For
automotive companies, emerging from this period of transition as healthy,
vibrant businesses depends in large part on how their supply chains adapt.
Greater speed and efficiency will help, but won’t be enough. Automotive
supply chains need fact-based intelligence to predict which future scenarios are most likely to occur – and the flexibility to get repositioned before
they do. Now more than ever, smart wins.
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